Activity dependent synaptic plasticity is typically induced by delivering a large number (\~1000) of highly regular electrical stimuli, designed to saturate the synaptic strengths. However, natural spike trains typically contain a small number of spikes with variable regularity. We investigate how spike patterns with physiologically realistic spike counts generate plasticity using a standard, biophysical model of calcium-dependent plasticity. We find that for physiological spike patterns, there exists a resonant frequency *(fmax*) that induces maximal firing rate dependent potentiation and periodic stimuli produce substantially more plasticity than aperiodic ones. Frequency dependent facilitation (depression) of the synapses does not affect the *fmax*but increases (decreases) the amount of plasticity; relative change in the amount of plasticity varies with number of spikes. The model combines the rate dependent plasticity with spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP) and shows that the direction of STDP depends both on the number of postsynaptic spikes that a single presynaptic spike is paired with and on the frequency of postsynaptic discharge. We discuss experimental tests of these results, and their functional significance for learning under natural, dynamical conditions.
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